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NEW QUESTION: 1
You install a second Cisco TelePresence PrecisionHD 1080p camera on your C-Series Codec, but
you are unable to control the camera. What should you do to fix this issue?
A. Order a VISCA cascading cable from Cisco, which connects the first camera to the second
camera.
B. Ensure that the distance between the end user and the camera is between 4 feet and 6 feet.
C. Ensure that the HD-SDI cable between the codec and the camera is not longer than 100
meters (330 feet).
D. Ensure that the RJ45 end of the camera cable goes to the connector that is marked "HD
Video Out Codec."
E. Purchase and install a camera with full pan, tilt, and zoom capabilities.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
To which stock types can you post a goods receipt without referencing a purchase order or a
production order?
(3)
A. Blocked stock
B. Valuated GR blocked stock
C. Unrestricted-use stock
D. Non-valuate GR blocked stock
E. Quality inspection stock
Answer: A,C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following statements regarding server hardware is TRUE?
A. Data stored on RAM is used to initialize the server when it boots up.
B. Data temporarily stored on ROM and is lost when the computer is rebooted.
C. Data temporarily stored on RAM and is lost when the computer is rebooted.
D. RAM and hard disk drives are secondary data storage devices.
Answer: C
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